Lena (33 years)
Education

Highest Education Level: Abitur
Studies: Medizin

Languages

German - Mother tongue
English - Fließend in Wort und Schrift (B1 / B2)
French - Basic
Italian - Basic

Height: 1.74 m
Clothing measurements
Clothing size: 32/34
Experience
I have a completed education as a health and nursing nurse and continuing
education to study nurse. As a study coordinator I worked 3 1/2 years in the
university hospital Heidelberg. As part of my professional activity, I was able to give
lectures for pharmaceutical companies. At meetings I was able to establish
international contacts. I also organized symposia. At the moment I am studying
medicine at the dual high school. During my studies I spent 1 year in retail at the
confectionery Hussel Shrimper. Within the scope of the work, I have carried out all
activities independently.
Recent Jobs & Reviews
KW 22 Hockenheim Store Promotion
(1 day in Hockenheim for engelbert strauss GmbH & Co. KG)
Firmenevent, Arbeitskleidung präsentieren, auf kleinem Laufsteg
(1 day in Ottersweier for tma pure GmbH)
Firmenevent, Arbeitskleidung präsentieren, auf kleinem Laufsteg
(1 day in Ettlingen for tma pure GmbH)
Fotoshooting für Promotion Aktion
(1 day in Ludwigsha... for Roedig GmbH)
Hochzeit Tober in Gaggenau
(1 day in Gaggenau for Fresh Food Catering OHG)
Große Woche auf der Galopprennbahn Baden-Baden
(1 day in Iffezheim for RaceBets International Gaming Ltd.)
Große Woche auf der Galopprennbahn Baden-Baden
(1 day in Iffezheim for RaceBets International Gaming Ltd.)
WEINverliebt Karlsruhe
(2 Days in Karlsruhe for VICAMPO.de GmbH)
DTM Hockenheim
(1 day in Hockenheim for brands and emotions GmbH)
DTM Hockenheim
(1 day in Hockenhei... for brands and emotions GmbH)
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